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Mater furniture news

BM3162 Chair & BM5462 Table

Børge Mogensen Conscious

Danish modern reimagined in an upcycled WASTE 

edition, a collection of chairs and tables designed in 

1958 by the renowned Danish furniture designers 

and architects Børge Mogensen and Esben Klint. 

It is the first time a collection from Børge Mogen-

sen relaunches in a different material than the 

original. A new sustainable and circular material 

made from waste and developed by Mater forms 

the seat and backrest of the chair. 

Presenting
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Original photos of the BM3162 Chair & BM5462 Table Collection 

made from wooden veneer

Adding new traditions
to old ones
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Mater furniture news

The BM3162 Chair placed on top of the plastic waste parts that are molded into the seat and 

backrest of the new reimagined WASTE edition.
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The final stage of developing Mater’s innovative 

new material involved a close collaboration with 

two of Mogensen’s grandchildren, Emilie Ventujol 

Mogensen and Sarah Alexandra Moutouh. The 

visual campaign also bears the unique Mogensen 

touch, as Emilie and her brother Rasmus Mogen-

sen are the creative director and photographer, re-

spectively.

It is no coincidence that the three grandchildren 

are deeply involved in this collection. Emilie and 

Sarah Alexandra are both designers. Together with 

the other four grandchildren, they are now more 

involved in their grandfather’s design legacy. They 

approach this task with the utmost humility, sta-

ting: “It’s not just our family’s heritage, but 

Denmark’s.” 

“Our family shares the understanding that just 

because you can produce some of Børge’s designs, 

it does not mean that you have to. It needs to make 

sense in ways that cannot necessarily be measured. 

It must be driven by visionaries who do not accept 

the world’s status quo. This is how we perceive 

Mater. 

They are on an important mission working with 

circular production. The future calls for companies 

that take that responsibility and manage to make it 

into a solid and lucrative business. We would like to 

support that with our family’s name

and values,” Emilie explains.

“It must be driven by visionaries who 
do not accept the world’s status quo.”
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The three Børge Mogensen grandchildren collaborating 

with Mater; Emilie Ventujol Mogensen, Sarah Moutouh 

Mogensen and Rasmus Mogensen

Mater’s founder and Head of Circular Transforma-

tion, Henrik Marstrand, who is responsible for the

collection’s product development and the collabo-

ration with Emilie and Sarah, says: “Working with 

the Mogensen family has been a fantastic oppor-

tunity for Mater. What’s more, putting a collection 

from the 1950s into production using new circular 

materials has been highly motivating. The furnitu-

re gains a completely new expression and materi-

ality.”

The seat and the backrest of the new chair are 

made from upcycled fibre-based waste materials 

and plastic waste mixed with sawdust from the FSC 

wooden base of the chair, in short, Mater Circular 

Material. 

This innovative technology developed by Mater 

for press moulding many kinds of furniture allows 

efficient upcycling of industrial waste while also 

reducing carbon emissions. For this collection, in-

dustrial waste from Grohe and BKI Kaffe is mixed 

with sawdust. 

Henrik Marstrand explains: “When launching a 

new collection, we always make sure that it sup-

ports our vision to use upcycled plastic and other 

waste materials. We’re confident that the Børge 

Mogensen Conscious collection will make a signifi-

cant positive impression in our industry.

Mater furniture news

BM3162 Chair, Wood Waste Grey

Painted in the original Børge Mogensen Grey
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  BM3162 Chair, Wood Waste Grey  |  Accent Café Table, Solid oak wood, Sirka Grey
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Mater furniture news

BM3162 Chair, Coffee Waste Black
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BM5462 Table, FSC® Certif ied solid oak wood  |  BM3162 Chair, Coffee Waste Light

BM3162 Chair

Wood Waste Grey 
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BM3162 Chair

Coffee Waste Black

BM3162 Chair

Wood Waste Grey 

BM3162 Chair

Coffee Waste Light

Mater furniture news
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Danish furniture designer Børge Mogensen (13 April 1914 – 

5 October 1972) was one of the most important among a generation 

of furniture designers who made Danish Modern known throughout 

the world.

Together with colleagues such as Arne Jacobsen and Hans Wegner, 

Mogensen created international respect for Danish furniture design. 

His simple and functional designs have enjoyed worldwide demand 

for more than half a century.

Børge Mogensen

Mater furniture news
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Eternity Sidechair

Presenting the new Eternity Sidechair made from 

upcycled waste, molded in the new Mater Circular 

Material, designed by Space Copenhagen. The chair 

is designed to integrate easily into various kinds of 

spaces and interior aesthetics, the focus is on com-

fort and functionality combined with industrial 

and sculptural features. The name Eternity speaks 

to Mater’s circular mindset, made from upcycled 

materials that can be recycled, reflecting the pro-

cess of reusing the same materials again and again. 

Mater furniture news

By Space Copenhagen

Presenting
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“The foundation of our design is the material’s 

inspiring organic and tactile nature.”
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“We’re incredibly proud to be taking part in this 

exciting process and technology – and also to final-

ly be able to present a circular stacking chair. The 

foundation of our design is the material’s inspiring 

organic and tactile nature.

The name Eternity speaks to Mater’s circular way 

of thinking because it’s made of recycled materials 

and can be recycled again, but also reflects the idea 

that the chair can be stacked sky-high.”

– Space Copenhagen

Mater furniture news
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Mater furniture news

Eternity Sidechair, Coffee Waste Black  |  Mater Dining Table, FSC® Certif ied solid beech wood, Sirka Grey
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Established in 2005 by Signe Bindslev Henriksen and Peter Bund-

gaard Rützou. Space Copenhagen is a studio that works across mul-

tiple disciplines from furniture, lighting and refined objects to art 

installations, art direction and interior design for private homes, 

hotels and restaurants all over the world.

Space Copenhagen’s intuitive approach to design embraces Poetic 

Modernism, resulting in designs distinctively shaped by the given 

circumstances, functional needs and a fundamental interest in 

human behaviour. Space Copenhagen’s approach reflects its belief in 

and a slowaesthetic that centres on quality and longevity.

Space Copenhagen

Mater furniture news
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Presenting the new Bowl Table Waste Edition. The

iconic Bowl Table, one of Mater’s classics, has fea-

tured in the Mater collection since the beginning.

There are three colours in the new Waste Edition,

which of course is made from waste. Each tabletop

has a distinct pattern that beautifully complements

the straight lines and modern shape of the tables.

Mater furniture news

Bowl Table Waste Edition

By Ayush Kasliwal

Presenting
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Introducing the new Bowl Table Waste Edition,

one of Maters classics, now made from upcycled

waste.

The Bowl Table Waste Edition is a collection

hounoring great design through a circular agenda

by promoting greater resource productivity with a

strong mission to reduce waste — with a look and

feel that speaks for itself.

The Bowl Table Waste Edition comes in Wood Wa-

ste Grey and two brown shades: the Coffee Waste

Light and Coffee Waste Black.

The two Coffee Waste editions are made from

discarded industrial plastic waste mixed with the

shells of coffee beans and the Wood Waste edition

is a mixture of industrial plastic waste, sawdust and

wooden fibres from the production of furniture

Bowl Table Waste Edition, Wood Waste Grey | 

Bowl Table Waste Edition, Coffee Waste Light

Bowl Table Waste Edition, Coffee Waste Black
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Mater furniture news

Bowl Table Waste Edition, Coffee Waste Black
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Bowl Table Waste Edition, Coffee Waste Black  |  Winston Daybed, FSC® Certif ied solid oak wood
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Mater furniture news

Bowl Table Waste Edition, Wood Waste Grey
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Ayush Kasliwal is a furniture design graduate from the National

Institute of Design Ahmedabad, India’s premier design institute.

Ayush’s design studio AKFD is committed to the development of

ideas using local crafts that have evolved over centuries. His work 

represents a fusion of unique creativity and uncompromising inte-

grity that is rarely encountered in a highly competitive world

market.

Ayush Kasliwal

Mater furniture news
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Our code of conduct ensures that we work to 
achieve better standards: safe working condi-
tions, fair wages, fair prices and adherence to 

local environmental standards.

All of our lighting is partially made with 
sustainable materials, ranging from upcy-
cled aluminium to certified wood. To save 
energy, all our lighting uses state-of-the-art 
LED technology, the most sustainable light 

source available.

Mater’s sustainable values align with the United Nations Sustainable 

Development Goals, a shared blueprint adopted by 193 nations that 

contains 17 sustainable development goals to improve our planet 

and living conditions by 2023. Our current collection supports eight 

of them.

We are comitted to 

The Sustainable 
Development Goals
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Sustainable consumption is about doing 
more with less. Our circular production 

uses waste, which means we support con-
sumption-driven change, i.e. the more we 

sell, the more waste we remove.

We bring new innovative production 
techniques into the furniture business and 
upcycle industrial waste, as evidenced by 
our revolutionary circular facility for lar-
ge-scale production that began operation 

in mid-2021.

Both our Ocean and Nova Sea collecti-
ons are made of discarded fishing nets 

from the oceans. We are proud that these 
products contribute to reducing landfill, 
marine pollution and the loss of valuable 

resources.

We help reduce carbon emissions by using 
circular and upcycled materials in our 

designs. For example the Ocean Chair in 
our Ocean collection saves 82% in carbon 

emissions compared to virgin plastic.

We work with production partners who 
share the same ambition as Mater: creating 

partnerships for change. Together we 
are committed to searching for new and 

better ways of responsibly making timeless 
designs.

All our wooden products are FSC certified, 
which means the wood comes from 

responsibly managed forests, where har-
vesting trees is limited to what the forests 
can reproduce, avoiding the exploitation 
of nature. FSC certification also ensures 
fair pricing, fair wages and fair working 

conditions. 

The SDGs
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Tonnage Mater removed 
and upcycled in 2021

Industrial plastic waste2 tonnes

Mango wood14 tonnes

Discarded fishing nets8 tonnes
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Our contribution

11 tonnes CO2

in total
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Outdoor 
Furniture

Mater collection
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Item no. 09303Item no. 09301OCEAN CHAIR
by Jørgen & Nanna Ditzel

Upcycled fishing nets mixed with

industrial plastic waste and upcycled fiberglass

Black / Sand

20% upcycled steel frame, gun metal finish

W 60 cm D 56 cm H 81 cm SH 46 cm AR 67 cm

Item no. 09304OCEAN OC2 CHAIR
by Jørgen & Nanna Ditzel

Upcycled plastic beer kegs from Carlsberg 

and A:gain mixed with industrial plastic waste and  

upcycled fiberglass 

Green

20% upcycled steel frame, gun metal finish

W 60 cm D 56 cm H 81 cm SH 46 cm ARH 67 cm

Upcycled fishing nets mixed with

industrial plastic waste and upcycled fiberglass

Black / Sand

20% upcycled steel frame, gun metal finish

W 72 cm D 63 cm H 67 cm SH 39 cm ARH 55 cm 

OCEAN LOUNGE CHAIR
by Jørgen & Nanna Ditzel

Item no. 09333Item no. 09331

Upcycled plastic beer kegs from Carlsberg

and A:gain mixed with industrial plastic waste and  

upcycled fiberglass 

Green

20% upcycled steel frame, gun metal finish 

W 72 cm D 63 cm H 67 cm SH 39 cm ARH 55 cm 

OCEAN OC2 LOUNGE CHAIR
by Jørgen & Nanna Ditzel

Item no. 09334
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Upcycled plastic beer kegs from Carlsberg 

and A:gain mixed with industrial plastic waste 

and upcycled fiberglass 

Green

20% upcycled steel frame, gun metal finish

W 79 cm D 70 cm H 30 

OCEAN OC2 BENCH
by Jørgen & Nanna Ditzel

Item no. 09354

Upcycled fishing nets mixed with

industrial plastic waste and upcycled fiberglass

Black / Sand

20% upcycled steel frame, gun metal finish

W 79 cm D 70 cm H 30 

OCEAN BENCH
by Jørgen & Nanna Ditzel

Item no. 09351 Item no. 09353

Mater collection
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Item no. 09324OCEAN OC2 4 PERS. TABLE
by Jørgen & Nanna Ditzel

Upcycled plastic beer kegs from Carlsberg

and A:gain mixed with industrial plastic waste 

and upcycled fiberglass 

Green

20% upcycled steel frame, gun metal finish

L 140 cm D 70 cm H 74 cm

Item no. 09321OCEAN 4 PERS. TABLE
by Jørgen & Nanna Ditzel

Upcycled fishing nets mixed with industrial plastic 

waste and upcycled fiberglass

Black / Sand 

20% upcycled steel frame, gun metal finish

L 140 cm D 70 cm H 74 cm

Item no. 09323

Item no. 09311 Item no. 09313OCEAN 2 PERS. TABLE
by Jørgen & Nanna Ditzel

Upcycled fishing nets mixed with industrial  

plastic waste and upcycled fiberglass

Black / Sand

20% upcycled steel frame, gun metal finish

W 70 cm D 70 cm H 74 cm

Item no. 09314OCEAN OC2 2 PERS. TABLE
by Jørgen & Nanna Ditzel

Upcycled plastic beer kegs from Carlsberg

and A:gain mixed with industrial plastic waste 

and upcycled fiberglass 

Green

20% upcycled steel frame, gun metal finish

W 70 cm D 70 cm H 74 cm
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Upcycled fishing nets mixed with industrial 

 plastic waste and upcycled fiberglass

Black / Sand

20% upcycled steel frame, gun metal finish

W 79 cm D 70 cm H 30 

OCEAN LOUNGE TABLE  
by Jørgen & Nanna Ditzel

Item no. 09341 Item no.  09343

Upcycled plastic beer kegs from Carlsberg 

and A:gain mixed with industrial plastic waste 

and upcycled fiberglass 

Green

20% upcycled steel frame, gun metal finish

W 79 cm D 70 cm H 30 

OCEAN OC2 LOUNGE TABLE  
by Jørgen & Nanna Ditzel

Item no. 09344

Mater collection






